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This case study examines the use of virtual reality for comprehension of children's social identity. More 
specifically, it investigates whether virtual reality can be assistive in social identity discovery. In this 
context, virtual reality refers to the utilization of 360° panoramic photography as well as commonly 
used (smartphones) and inexpensive devices (VR Headset for mobile phones). Three different 
qualitative tools were employed: semi-structured interviews, social location maps and identity texts. 
Data were collected from the two siblings with a migrant background as well as their immigrant 
parents. The findings showed that VR was assistive in the vivid, in-depth detection of social identity. 
Moreover, their creations highlighted the progression of the participants' social identity through time 
and space. Their social identity changed just by virtually visiting different places. Symbolic 
representations regarding essential aspects of social identity as well as the need for inclusion emerged 
from this research. The children demonstrated their ideal inclusive Greek environments, which were 
different from their reality. Furthermore, theoretical reservations against the use of VR were also 
considered. 
 
Key words: Social Identity, Virtual Reality, 360° panoramic photography, migrant background, social 
location maps, identity texts 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 

“People often say that this or that person has not yet found himself. But the self is not something 
one finds; it is something one creates.” 
(Thomas Szasz,1973, pp. 49, in The Second Sin) 

 
Every individual possesses their own sense of self. Humans have spent centuries developing theology, 
philosophy, psychology, science, policy and art in order to understand their identity. Exploring one’s 
identity in all of its forms can provide valuable and surprising knowledge contributing towards deeper 
human comprehension. The study of migrants' identity can offer valuable insights into their mindset, 
background and ideology. The deeper divide between people with migrant and non-migrant 
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backgrounds derives from social discrimination. In the literature, the study of discrimination is closely 
linked to social identity (Hoff & Pandey, 2005; Mummendey & Schreiber, 1983; Oakes & Turner, 1980). 
Social identity is the type of identity that is developed through social interaction. It involves the groups 
to which an individual belongs.  
 
So far, to the best of my knowledge, the detection of social identity has never been linked to virtual 
reality. Although identity and virtual reality have been used in research to elicit empathy for migrants, 
there is a significant difference between the two concepts. The current case study attempts to provide 
a small innovative spin to the research of social identity. The present modification aims to build upon 
previous research (Papalexatou & Zorbas, 2020; Zorbas & Karras, 2020) and detect the social identity 
of the participants in a different way. Three different qualitative tools are combined with a VR activity 
in order to probe into the social identity of two siblings of an immigrant family. The family is of 
Romanian origin and currently resides in Greece. 
 

2. Theoretical Landscape 
 

2.1. Virtual Reality in Research 
 
A more profound comprehension of this research can be achieved by examining virtual reality and its 
applications in the literature. According to the Cipresso et al. (2018) the concept of virtual reality was 
initially utilized in the late 80s, although the idea of virtual reality was formed during the 60s. 
According to Lanier (1992), virtual reality is defined as the gear, clothing supplies, or machinery 
necessary to support the belief of living or existing in a cyber environment. In recent years, virtual 
reality has progressed to involve higher levels of immersion with the invention of the VR Headset. 
Moreover, Zhang et al. (2018) wrote that VR enables users to fully immerse themselves in the virtual 
environment without using plugin peripheral input devices (e.g., mouse, keyboard). The virtual 
environment can be viewed instinctively, just by shifting one’s head. 
 
Virtual reality has also been used in research. Spiridon and Sandu (2016) utilized it in order to engage 
museum visitors in cultural communities. Kors et al. (2016) had students play a VR game visualizing 
the experiences of a refugee. Hence, VR technology has been used in research in order to raise cultural 
sensitivity and spatial immersion. This study will go a step further and try to learn about students’ 
culturally sensitive issues rather than teaching participants about cultural sensitivity. Kors' et al. (2016) 
study can be an inspiring example that demonstrates how visual immersion can trigger reflection and 
engagement. There are also similar studies educating participants about migrant experiences (such as 
Grover & Pennay, 2020; Camilleri et al, 2016). 
 
As in most new technological advancements, VR technology has received some criticism. Chawla et al. 
(2013) mention that some individuals are anxious that VR will reduce human interaction. However, in 
this study, the opposite effect is expected. Kenwright (2018) has also explored some ethical challenges 
regarding the use of VR. He stresses the need to further investigate the dangers of desensitization, 
post-traumatic stress and children's recognition of virtual characters as real. Although these concerns 
constitute valid grounds for investigation, they seem to refer to prolonged exposure and virtual reality 
games. Virtual reality games have a plotwhere users interact and change the virtual environment (e.g. 
Jang & Park, 2019; Skarlatos et al., 2016). However, in this study, VR is used for a short period of time 
and is only interactive in viewing the 360° photography of real-life photos. It does not provide an 
augmented reality. Hence, the issues raised by Kenwright (2018) do not seem applicable in this 
situation. 
 
In her article, Rosalia (2019) used VR documentary stories of migration in the classroom. VR 
documentaries seemed to enhance the interaction with the outside world rather than minimize it. 
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This idea was also supported by Aman and Shiratuddin (2020). Voutira and Dona (2007) recognized 
that the use of virtual reality in research would include a pragmatical alteration of the methodological 
process. There are also plenty of researchers who utilized virtual reality to teach a target language 
(Cowans, 2018; Lin & Lan, 2015; Nersesian et al., 2018) or induce empathy for migrants (Camilleri et 
al., 2016; Grover & Pennay, 2020; Tikhonova et al., 2020). 
 

2.2. Research on Migrants’ Social Identity 
 
Social identity refers to the shared identifiers or groups brought on by society and internalized by 
individuals (Islam, 2014; Tajfel, 1978; Tajfel & Turner, 1979). Jenkins (2014) implies that these 
identifiers can refer to stereotypical categories that can influence behavior. In the literature these 
identifiers are seen as dynamic (Daynes, 2007; Haslam et al., 1992; Hogg et al., 1995; Jenkins 2014; 
Laitin & Watkins, 1998; Mueller et al., 2019; Norton, 1997; Verkuyten, 2016). The social identity of 
migrants is shaken by opposing forces of their social environment. Ochs’ (1993) term “social personae” 
(p. 288) referred to community prestige, positions, connections, roles, as well as corporate identifiers, 
which an individual selects or receives through social interaction. Social categorization can be different 
in the residential country than in their country of heritage, as such migrants construct their social 
identities differently from the natives. 
 
Why is it important to study the social identity of children with a migrant background? Vietze et al. 
(2021) stated that being dismissive of the differences between children with a migrant background 
and native students can be catastrophic. She highlighted that expectations of uniformity between 
social groups could hinder inclusion. Different social categories include ethnicity, socio-economic 
status, geographic location, language and communication skills. In the vast diversity of the literature, 
researchers have focused on different aspects of social categories. On the one hand, ethnicity is 
argued to be one of the essential social categories employed in everyday life (Worrell, 2015) and for 
the construction of the self (Deaux, 2001). On the other hand, Gumperz (1982) proposed that social 
identity is predominantly founded and preserved through language. Furthermore, Miller (2000) 
implied that connections between the target language and social identity of migrants are associated 
with empowerment and enhancement of self-realization.  
 

Praharso et al. (2017) indicated that loss of social identity could have a negative impact on their well‐

being. Social factors can influence migrants' mental and physical health. Jetten et al. (2017) 
demonstrated that positive in-group associations could provide individuals with purpose, approval 
and power. Hence, positive in-group associations can help individuals that have been through difficult 
situations. Jetten et al. (2017) refer to this concept as a social cure, which significantly affects health. 
However, the writers state that when in-group categorizations are stigmatized, they can actually 
endanger or damage the individuals' welfare. As a consequence, it is not only essential to perceive 
and understand the social identity of others, but also to recognize that some social categorizations 
might provide additional struggle. Finally, Alfadhli and Drury (2018) found that in many studies 
exchanging concerns, anxiety, or even anguish among people who migrated to another country, could 
lead to anticipation of assistance, which might transform the inflicted group into instigators of change 
and aid.  
 
Moreover, the impact of social identity on migrants has been studied from different perspectives. For 
instance, Akerlof and Kranton (2000) discuss the correlation among social identity, social exclusion 
and poverty. The socio-economic factor of social identity in migrants is often an area of concern in the 
literature (e.g., Wang & Ni, 2005) as it represents power dynamics. Afridi et al. (2015) uses social 
identity to unravel inequalities that have a deep impact through China's hukou system. In other cases, 
social identity is used to comprehend stereotypes about migrants and find alternative perspectives 
and strategies to tear down these stereotypes (e.g., McNamara, 1987; Stoyanov, 2018). Additionally, 
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Miller (1999) highlighted the idea that teachers’ understanding of social identity could lead to more 
effective second-language teaching for migrants. This is also demonstrated in Wang’s et al. (2019) 
work on academic performance among migrant children in Beijing. 
 
Conclusively, social identity seems to affect a variety of significant aspects of a migrant’s life. These 
include socio-economic status, language acquisition, academic performance, health, levels of 
empowerment and self-realization. Thus, negative social identity classification should viewed as signs 
of trouble. Ignoring these indicators encourages further desensitization of the issues at hand and 
makes us accomplices to the creation of a cruel reality. 
 

2.3. The assistive use of place identity elements 
 
So far, virtual reality has not been used in research to detect the social identity of children with migrant 
backgrounds. One academic concern is the possibility of achieving the connection of places in 360° 
photography with the social experiences and expectations of children with migrant backgrounds. One 
way to achieve this is by examining elements of place identity. Proshansky et al. (1983) defined the 
term place identity as an assortment of memories, ideas, perceptions, understandings and emotions 
connected to a place. Since then, place identity has been extensively explored in the literature (e.g. 
Csikszentmihalyi & Halton 1981; Cuba and Hummon, 1993; Dixon & Durrheim, 2000; Johnson & Bibbo, 
2014; Molony, 2010; Rosbrook & Schweitzer, 2010). In this study, Taylor’s (2009) and Arvanitis and 
Yelland’s (2019) dimensions of the relational, spatial, material, and temporal home are employed. 
 
 

3. Research Methodology 
 
The scope of the study is to construct a new and different way to investigate the social identity of 
migrant students by using VR technology. More specifically, it investigates the following: 

• To what extent can the use of virtual reality and 360o photography assist students in revealing 
their identity? 

• What are the parameters that should be considered? 
 
The main research questions are investigated through a constructivist outlook. Constructivism is based 
on the premise that there is plurality in the definition of truth. Truth is created through social 
interaction. The most common way to exercise constructivism is through qualitative research. 
According to Labaree (2009), qualitative research focuses on the methods, clues and characteristics 
of an examined phenomenon. This study centers on two siblings of a migrant family and constitutes a 
case study. 
 
3.1. Participants 
 
This case study is intended to use a new combination of established methods to study the social 
identity of two male siblings with a migrant background. The brothers (N and F) are 11 and 15 years 
old. Their parents have emigrated from Romania to Greece. However, they live in a complex linguistic 
environment with different languages spoken by the parents. Thus, in order to have a holistic view of 
the social identity of their children, it is also important to engage with the parents. This family was 
chosen because it constitutes an interesting example. The father is a migrant Minister. Both parents 
are college-educated and, at the same time, very close to their religion. They are migrants, but their 
father has a leading role in their community as a Minister. This initial information is enough to spark 
an interest in these possible contradicting social identity aspects and their effect on the social identity 
of their children. 
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3.2. Research Tools 
 
The data collection is conducted through three different research tools: semi-structured interviews, 
social location maps and identity texts. A semi-structured interview contains some flexible themes or 
questions prepared (known as an interview guide). Interviews with the parents and the children are 
conducted based on predesigned different interview guides. Firstly, interviews with the children were 
carried out in order to collect some introductory information about them. At the same time, the main 
questions of the interview guide were used to form the VR experience. Secondly, interviews were 
carried out with each of the parents individually. To achieve adequate detection, personal identity as 
well as social identity wheels, which were created from the LSA Inclusive Teaching Initiative of the 
University of Michigan (2017), were used as interview guides. Additional connective questions 
between the parents and the children interview were added.  
 
Following the interviews, the VR activity was carried out with the children. The activity was conducted 
on a different day than the interviews in order to ensure that the students were well rested. Each child 
worked individually with the VR. They created social location maps and identity texts of their choosing. 
In the end, the students came together for a discussion and a comparative reflection. The term social 
location map has been adopted from Zorbas' and Karras' (2019) work. A social location map (SLM) 
consists of a net illustration with diverse destinations corresponding to aspects such as class, gender, 
social status, ethnicity. Identity texts are defined by Cummins et al. (2011) as a creative, original means 
for student participants to showcase their identity. Identity texts, not unlike SLMs, are flexible 
research tools. They can take on any form the participants choose. 
 
3.3. Data Analysis Validity in Research Practice 
 
Creswell (2014) underscores the importance of validity. Validity refers to the dependability of the data 
and their examination. In the present study, thematic analysis is employed in order to organize the 
information derived from the semi-structured interviews. SLMs and IDTEs are analyzed more closely 
using themes as well as keywords. The coding of the data is manual as well as inductive. The collection 
of themes is interpreted through Creswell's (2014) established approaches that secure genuineness. 
These approaches include detailed and dense descriptions, classifications as well as triangulation. 
Triangulation is exceptionally significant and can be achieved because of the multiplicity of the 
methodological tools. Rich descriptions are also employed to secure deep analysis and close 
examination of the data. Other strategies proposed by Creswell (2014) are prolonged engagements, 
clarification of bias and peer debriefing. 
 
 

4. Results and Discussion 
 

4.1. Some initial data from the interviews  
 
In all the interviews, it seemed that there were different levels of masking difficult situations or 
emotions. It was apparent that in many instances, the participants tried to avoid answering questions 
associated with cultural origin. Instead, they deflected the discussion to more personally comfortable 
areas of social identity such as religion. The semi-structured interviews provided a variety of 
information about the participants. The most significant issues associated with the research was the 
detection of introvert characteristics as well as the importance of religion and language. 
 
4.1.1 Detection of Introvert Characteristics 
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The children's statements revealed that they faced cultural struggles, but they may not realize or 
desire to share where this difference in treatment derives from. This could also be connected to the 
lack of discussion of such issues with their families. According to Worrell (2015) and Deaux (2001), 
ethnicity is of monumental importance for constructing the self. Moreover, overlooking or concealing 
aspects of social identity, as seen here, was described as potentially harmful. 
 
Another explanation for their reluctance was extracted from M(Mom)'s response. The parents did not 
see their kids as outsiders of their community. M characterized herself as Romanian in her identity 
wheel, but when talking about her children, she said that they were half and half. It seems that she 
sees her children gaining more of an insider status compared to her. Hence, it might be that the 
parents did not expect that the children would face similar extended difficulties as they did. This idea 
was also supported by the father (P). He painted a picture of "things" now being better than before 
regarding discrimination in Greece. Praharso et al. (2017) and Vietze et al. (2021) have previously 
highlighted the negative effect that the dismissal of one’s social identity can have on one’s well-being. 
 
4.1.2 The Parent’s Personal and Social Identity Wheels 
 
During their interviews the parents verbally completed personal and social identity wheels. As 
previously mentioned the wheels derived from the University of Michigan (2017) and were translated 
appropriately to fit the linguistic repertoire of the participants. The wheels assisted in indicating their 
personal and social identities as well as function as conversation starters.  

 
Image 1. M’s Personal Identity Wheel 
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Image 2. M’s Social Identity Wheel 

 

  
Image 3. P’s Personal Identity Wheel 
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Image 4. P’s Social Identity Wheel 

 
4.1.3 The Importance of Religion 
 
Religion is one of the most prominent identities showcased by the parents. Both parents have a 
bachelor's degree in Theology. M mentioned that she enjoys reading religious books while her 
husband enjoys listening to religious music. Additionally, M chose religion as the most important 
identity in her social identity wheel. However, there are significant parts, which separate P and M from 
the stereotypical profile of a priest and the wife of a priest because they are also migrants. It seems 
that F balances both identities by combining and expanding fundamental values that engulf them. He 
notably said: 
 
“Look, I try the same. To teach about love, so that the other person understands it…. We have an 
obligation to make humans understand what love is. And I always say in my sermons that Christ is 
love. Not only of Religion, but it really is. If you love the other, you will achieve everything. If you do 
not love, you will not achieve anything in this life”  
 
M also mentioned that her personal motto is that people should not judge each other. She seemed to 
receive also significant societal expectations as the wife of a priest. Hence, religion is very significant 
for the parents, but it is also being filtered through the lens of migrant life. The importance of religion 
is also reflected by in the children’s choices in their SLMs and IDTE’s. Moreover, F and N indicated in 
their interviews stressed their involvement in religious practices during their interviews. For instance: 
  

“I: … What did you like most about the monastery? 
F: The lifestyle that we had there. We would help with the cows and ::: the hay… eh: and the 
sermons, we conducted them later around 8:00. Thus, we woke up later. Better.  
I: That’s nice. When you are here, what time do you wake up? 
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F: Here I wake up at 6. We start at 7. 
I: Do you conduct the sermons with your father? Do you help him? 
F: Y::es” 

 
4.1.4 Importance of Language 
 
Gumperz (1982) posits that social identity is predominantly founded and preserved through language. 
On their previously presented social identity wheels both parents list Romanian as their first language. 
However, P also listed Moldovan as his first language. 
 

«Romanian because Moldova is the same. It is not that Eh:: has another language. Romanian itself. 
We write the old Cyrillic (script). Now Romanian. 
(Moldova) It was an old Romanian state and then they separated and it is an independent state 
now.» 

 
Through additional probing, it was revealed that P originated from Moldova but is a Romanian citizen. 
Additionally, P noted that he considers Greek, Russian, Italian and Portuguese as second languages. 
M also referred to Greek as a second language along with English and French. She can speak, read and 
write all of these languages. Consequently, the linguistic environment that the children grow up in is 
extremely rich. 
 

4.2. Virtual Reality Activity 
 
Interviews were carried out in order to extract some initial information from the children. This 
information was used to shape and personalize the VR experience. During the interview, the children 
were asked to choose three places to visit virtually. They could choose one place from their country 
of heritage (Romania), one from the country they live in (Greece) and one from any part of the world 
(preferably a place they long to visit or stay in the future). In brief, N chose a Monastery at Curta de 
Arges (Romania), a monastery on Mount Athos (Greece) and a hotel or view of Tokyo (Japan). On the 
other hand, F decided on Bran Castle (i.e., Castle of Dracula) (Romania), the Mycenaean Ancient Ruins 
(Greece) and the Camp Nou stadium of Barcelona (Spain). The VR activity was conducted on a different 
day in order to ensure that the students are well-rested. Each child worked individually with the VR. 
They created social location maps and identity texts of their choosing.  
 
More specifically, after virtually visiting each place, the brothers created an SLM depicting their social 
identity in each place. During each VR visit, they were asked to notice their feelings, memories, 
languages they would use in the place, social status and other social identity aspects. These themes 
are all valuable for the detection and realization of social identity. It is important to note that the 
participants were not obligated to respond. They could respond, or quietly contemplate these aspects.  
The creation of each SLM was carried out immediately after each virtual visit. This design detail is 
significant. The children should have the opportunity to immediately note the aspects of their social 
identity. If this step is not adequately followed, memories, experiences, and ideas can be intermixed 
between places, or other aspects might be forgotten or overshadowed.  
 
After completing all three social location maps on the same piece of paper, the children were given 
time to reflect on their work. They had the opportunity to view their three social location maps as a 
whole, while noting the connections and contradictions happening between the different places. 
 
The next step for each child was to create their own identity text. As defined by Cummins et al. (2011), 
these are creative, original means for student participants to showcase their identity. In the end, the 
brothers came together for a discussion and a comparative reflection. The structure of the study was 
designed to have self-reflection as well as mutual reflection. 
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Before the activity, the participants were asked about their perceived significance of the VR. N said 
that using the VR would be different from just thinking about places. In N's own words: 
   

“Eh:: I will see the place in reality and it will be like I am there… I will feel much better because 
when I am not here::: and I do not feel very well (whispering the last phrase)” 

 
When F was asked if his feelings would change after using the VR glasses, he said: 
 

“eh maybe a little yes… I would want to visit that place more” 
  

4.3 Social Location Maps (SLMs) 
 
4.3.1 N’s Social Location Maps 
The first image demonstrates N's creation. The red arrow shows the order in which N saw the places. 
They correspond to the places he chose in Romania, Greece and Japan accordingly. Each bubble 
demonstrates social identity and place identity aspects connected to the location he visited virtually.  
 

 
Image 6. N’s Social Identity Map (Original) 

 
While he was creating each part, he mostly made connections between the aspects that corresponded 
to the same place. When he was finished, he was given time to think if there were any cross-location 
connections. These connections across aspects of different themes signify either commonality or 
change. N made six cross-location connections. Five between the Monastery in Romania and the 
Monastery in Athos and only one between all three of them. 
 
To untangle N's complicated SLMs, a more organized form was created. All aspects were translated 
into English. Inter-location connections were marked with the same color as their location category, 
while cross-location connections were marked with green in order to stand out. 
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Image 7. English Translation of N’s SLM  

 
Place identity values we're used to create a more comfortable environment and immerse the child 
into the VR experience, making their memories more vivid. Dixon and Durrheim (2000) characterized 
place identity as undeniably social. More vivid experiences assisted in the gradual progress from easy 
to sensitive social identity aspects.  
 
4.3.2 F’s Social Location Map 
 
F's SLMs were structured similarly to N's. There was an arrow delineating the order in which the places 
were seen. The first place was in Romania, the second was in Greece and the third was in Spain. F also 
placed each aspect (bubble) roughly underneath the title of the location it belonged to. Contrary to 
N's SLMs, he did not use connectors between all the bubbles and the titles. F used only connectors to 
demonstrate a relationship between the aspects, such as commonality or change. 
 

 
Image 8. F’s Social Identity Map (Original) 
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A translation was made in order to make F's SLMs more comprehensible (image 5). Similarly, different 
colors were used to indicate where each aspect belonged. Overall, he made 14 individual connections. 
These connections can be grouped into five categories. F found more cross-location connections than 
his brother. However, both brothers have overlooked some of the connections they could have made. 
That can be thought of as a valuable hint about the connections they recognized and those they did 
not.  
 

 
Image 9. English Translation of F’s SLM  

 
Similarly, to his brother, F recognized more connections between the first two places than connections 
involving the third place. For both participants, the first two places represented the present and the 
past. On the other hand, the third-place represented the future. Hence, it is natural to find more 
connections between places that were in their life at the moment than places they aspired to visit. 
 

4.4 Discussion of SLMs 
 
Multiple researchers have characterized social identity as dynamic (Daynes, 2007; Haslam et al., 1992; 
Hogg et al., 1995; Jenkins 2014; Laitin & Watkins, 1998; Mueller et al., 2019; Norton, 1997; Verkuyten, 
2016). In theory, one is given the impression that social identity can change gradually through time or 
due to an unexpected event. However, as demonstrated in the findings, social identity can change just 
by visualizing oneself living in a different place. It was extraordinarily remarkable to see participants 
being immersed in their virtual environment and realizing that some of their identities would shift 
depending on the place.  
 
Ochs’ (1993) term social personae (p. 288) subsumes identifiers created through social interaction. 
However, in this case, there was no real-life social interaction. Just by virtually visiting different places 
(even places the children had never visited before), the brothers noted changes in socio-economic 
levels, languages, feelings and freedoms. There were also aspects, which the brothers expected to be 
consistent at least between two places. These referred to community prestige and connections 
associated with respect, hospitality, religion or their positive expectations regarding their future life. 
Their SLM’s provided valuable information on the children’s viewpoints and understandings of 
migration. The brothers traced many fundamental shifts that migration entailed. This could be the 

result of their experiences filtered through the lens of their 
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migrant background. In future research, it would be interesting to compare how natives would 
respond to a similar activity. Would they be able to detect as many changes in social identity as 
children with a migrant background? This idea could provide information on how children with a 
migrant background view their social world. 
 
The brothers were more engaged when given time to work on their social identity through the VR 
activity combined with their SLMs. It became apparent that their social identity was not flat but 
flexible. Their flexibility was showcased through their depictions of social identity, which developed 
differently in various virtual geographical locations. Moreover, their SLMs’ flexibility was also evident 
through their ability to include a variety of elements. These elements include aspects such as smells 
and views, which are closely linked to place identity.  
 
Their preferred Greek environment was also illustrated through their SLMs. By vicariously traveling to 
their favorite Greek places, the participants showcased representations connected to their ideal Greek 
reality (see table 1). 
  

 Words used in each desired Greek place Perceived ideal Greek place 

N 

• respect 

• the smell of incense 

• greenery 

• friendly 

• resting 

• high 

• empty 

• family & friends 

An outlook of relaxation with family 

and friends in a secluded place away 

from the city 

F 

• freedom 

• friendly 

• without dangers 

• simple foods 

• the smell of flowers 

• History 

• multiple languages 

A safe, simple place in nature 

surrounded by freedom and different 

cultures. 

Table 1. Information about the Greek Virtual Places retrieved from the SLMs  

 
F’s ideal Greek reality seemed to signify change from their current environment. His ideal place 
portrays a safe, multicultural reality, where he can be free –an environment, which is desired by every 
child, is culturally and linguistically diverse and safe. On the other hand, N’s ideal place in Greece was 
a more secluded, relaxed space that seems to represent detachment from his Greek community. N’s 
ideal place symbolized the enjoyment of family and friends but away from the rest of the world. Thus, 
in his place, safety and happiness were succeeded through isolation from the Greek reality. Comparing 
the two perspectives, it seems that F’s “reality” was more hopeful, while N’s was more drastic and 
protective. 
 

4.5 Identity Text Representations 
 
Prior to creating their own identity texts (IDTE), students were given different examples of identity 
texts of other students in order to understand what an identity text was. Identity texts were presented 
in different forms. They both individually decided to use a piece of paper and a black crayon. In 
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comparison, however, their SLM were a bit more colorful. Nevertheless, their IDTEs' simplistic style 
did not detract from the significance of the results. 
 
4.5.1 N’s Identity Text 
 
In both participants IDTEs, some elements reaffirmed some associations made in their SLMs. However, 
at the same time, additional themes emerged. N's IDTE (image 6) included some of the social identity 
aspects of his SLMs. It is important to highlight that N decided to represent himself with the Japanese 
sword, the katana. This is also an inspiration deriving from his favorite anime show. However, it can 
also be associated with power. His logic behind his IDTE seemed to be that he placed words, which 
were most important to his identity, closer to the sword, and words that were less important but still 
part of his identity, away from the sword. Hence, the most essential identities for N were described 
by the words: boy, anime, Romanian, English, Greek, Japanese, katana, PC and his brother's name, 
which was redacted. It should be highlighted that this is the second time his brother's name appeared 
in a significant representation. 
 

  
Image 10. N’s Identity Text (Original)  

 
Apart from his gender and computer, all the other aspects important for his identity can also be found 
in his SLMs. This reaffirms the importance of these elements. Other elements such as Christianity, 
Greece, Romania, and Japan were placed in a medium distance from the sword. However, new 
elements began to appear as well, like his favorite food, his love for music and smartphones as well 
as the adjective smart. The word “smart” is written in bigger letters indicating confidence about his 
mental abilities. Further away from his representation are few words such as respect, friendly, tablet 
and little money. The words little money are also included in his SLM where he wrote that we would 
make less money if he lived in Romania. It is no coincidence that his choice of little money is closer to 
the word Romania. This seems to represent that N expresses support towards the heritage part of his 
identity, even if it will bring a lower economic status. Thus, for him heritage is a more significant 
identifier than his socio-economic status.  
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Image 11. Translation N’s Identity Text  

 
4.5.2 F’s Identity Text 
 
Regarding F's identity text, there are some similarities but also some interesting information about 
him. F drew a picture of himself in the middle of the paper. The artwork is of no importance, but the 
facial expression is quite surprising. As mentioned before, F seemed to be an introvert and did not 
express any similar emotions during the other tasks. Moreover, his quiet personality on the surface 
seems to conceal emotions associated with quick-temperament, which refer to the words used on the 
top of his IDTE.   
 

 
Image 12. F’s Identity Text (Original) 

 
Furthermore, it is essential to examine the identities that seem more valuable to F. Most of the words 
have close proximity to his representation. Hence proximity cannot be taken as the only deciphering 
factor. A significant difference is that the initial letter of some words was capitalized. By comparing 
these words, it seems his choice is not associated with grammar. The words with the initial letter 
capitalized are boy, Romania, orthodoxy, English, trips, movies, Netflix, respect, to make a lot of 
money, family, friends, clarinet and Greece (which was written twice). By comparing these words with 
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N's most important identities, a pattern seems to emerge. Both F and N seem to include gender, 
languages, religion, family and entertainment (e.g., pc, movies) as the core part of their identity. A 
significant difference is that F seems to give more importance to the value of money than his brother. 
This is expected as F is a teenager and has a better grasp of economic issues. This was also evident in 
his SLM, where he noted that there were not many jobs in Greece. Thus, his future wages would be 
lower. 
 

  
Image 13. Translation F’s Identity Text  

 

4.7 The Process of Reflection 
 
During the final reflection, F and N were a bit playful. They laughed and teased each other. They 
exchanged some meaningful information, but some of their guarded characteristics returned. F 
hypothesized that his brother chose the two different monasteries in Greece and Romania because 
they conjured up pleasant memories. N also tried to find social location destinations with which he 
could tease his brother, such as a "moldy smell". However, his playful demeanor unintentionally gave 
away more data than he had intended. Following that, they managed to recognize common identities 
such as the Orthodox religion, their sex (boy), music, their languages (English, Romanian & Greek), as 
well as objects such as the computer or smartphone. The identities deriving from objects seemed to 
be really strong and more comfortable to talk about. Overall, they recognized 11 common identities. 
This was a substantial amount. However, it seemed more important for them to maintain their 
uniqueness than finding a common ground.  
 
It seemed that this kind of open and vulnerable engagement was something quite unfamiliar to them. 
The children were very reserved at times, not making eye contact with each other and trying to avoid 
sensitive subjects. Instead of becoming instigators, as Alfadhli and Drury (2018) suggest, they released 
feelings of awkwardness. In future practice, the structure of the reflection should be altered or 
organized differently in order to assist introverted children. New methods can be employed for 
children who are reluctant to share their emotions or engage in the reflection more deeply. 
 
 

5. Final Triangulations and Data Discussion 
 
The children were significantly more reluctant to talk about Romania during the interviews than when 

creating their SLMs and IDTEs. After completing their SLMs and 
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IDTEs, the children were more relaxed and open. They revealed more personal elements about 
themselves. In short, the most significant social identities of the children included languages, religion, 
ethnicity, geographic-location, socio-economic status and in some cases technology-media 
consumption. 
 
IDTEs revealed additional parts of the participants’ identity. IDTEs showcased the aspects of their 
social identity that have meaning for them personally. Some of the identity constituents were identical 
in both their SLMs and IDTEs. This reaffirmed their significance of their social identity. Some features 
revealed in the IDTEs seem to be connected more closely to their personal identity than their social 
identity. Jenkins (2014) stated clearly that social identity differs from personal identity. Personal 
identity is ultimately centered on their unique identifiers (Goffman, 1968; Jenkins, 2014). On the other 
hand, social identity refers to the identities shared by other people or groups created through societal 
interaction (Islam, 2014; Tajfel, 1978; Tajfel & Turner, 1979). Hence, some of the additional aspects 
revealed in the IDTEs could be under the umbrella of personal identity. The supplementary data 
illustrated in the IDTEs can be considered as an additional benefit of the study. 
 
Conclusively, semi-structured interviews and identity texts were flexible (Cummins et al., 2011) but 
only revealed some aspects of one’s identity. This approach was more static. One has to keep in mind 
that the elements of one’s identity can change over time. However, SLMs showcased the constant 
change of social identity in practice. All directions have their benefits. IDTEs included more broad ideas 
of one’s identity, while SLMs demonstrated ways one’s identity can change. Nevertheless, all tools 
were valuable for the triangulation of the results. 
 
Regarding the first research questions, virtual reality and 360  photography were indeed assistive in 
revealing and demonstrating the participants’ identity. This is illustrated by the abundance of 
information and elements produced by the children through their SLMs and IDTEs. Even information 
from the semi-structured interviews pointed towards the fact that the addition of VR can assist in the 
recollection of the participants' memories. In some areas, the findings were reaffirmed by the 
literature. For instance, language and ethnicity have been the most critical factors of social identity. It 
was also shown that the geographical location, which is a part of one’s social identity, can influence 
other social identity aspects significantly. Moreover, place and social identity worked very well 
together. Thus, the incorporation of VR could be one viable choice in the detection of one’s social 
identity.  
 
Moreover, regarding the second question, the intended slight innovative spin was more significant 
than expected. The combination of place identity, SLMs and the VR activity brought forth richer and 
more profound results than was expected. Another unanticipated feature referred to the 
demonstration of social identity fluidity in the SLMs. The minute-by-minute changes of social identity 
were incredibly apparent. The children with migrant backgrounds who participated in the study 
seemed to understand that some of the aspects of their social identity could change depending on the 
location or time. Finally, the participants’ ideal Greek places proved very valuable in understanding 
their view on the ideal host environment. 
 
 

6. Conclusions & Limitations 
 
As in every study, it is apparent that there are limitations. In this study there is danger of 
epistemological relativism. Prolonged engagement is needed to be able to generalize the benefits to 
a wider population. However, this study can be a promising start. Additionally, the structure of the 
study makes it easily replicable and approachable. The low cost of the material needed (hardware and 
software), combined with the use of everyday devices (e.g. smartphone), contributes to the 
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accessibility of the study which can be easily replicated in schools by teachers or other researchers. 
Although more expensive equipment may have made the experience even more appealing, it would 
only be used by the few who can acquire it. Thus, services or local schools would not pragmatically be 
able to benefit from this experience. Education and understanding of minorities should be attainable 
for everyone. This research showcases that remarkable results can be deduced without having to 
spend a fortune. Based on that, the application of VR and social identity can be implemented in 
refugee camps. VR can assist refugees in virtually visiting places, which are inaccessible to them. Thus, 
their social identity can be more vividly portrayed while providing a unique experience. 
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